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ALQASR GARDEN WORLD CUP
Qatar will be hosting the event, which will be the first time ever for the Arab world between 21 November – 18 December 2022. The heat will surely be on and not only because 
it’s in Qatar but because it’s a significant sporting event which enthusiasts young and old are waiting to gather, watch and enjoy!
AlQasr Garden is going to be the perfect space to view this spectacle which promises to be a dazzling experience of talent and grandeur. With its automated structure, this 
indoor heated venue, with large screens gives a warm and cozy garden feel and will definitely be the perfect place to experience this exceptional event of a life time! Come 
and cheer your favorite team with lots of side action too! 

ALQASR METROPOLE HOTEL 
NEW TRATTORIA RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Trattoria Restaurant & Lounge has been freshly refurbished and invites 
guests and visitors to socialize, work or dine.
The Restaurant is open daily and offers a breakfast buffet packed with a 
variety of international and local selections. The Lounge is bright and 
comfortable with many colorful seating options with stretched French 
windows, making Trattoria an ideal relaxed and comfortable space with a 
chance to enjoy a new menu with items selected from the Hotel’s excellent 
kitchen specialized in several cuisines.
Trattoria Restaurant & Lounge is smoke-free, with an outdoor smoking area. 
See Menu: Trattoria Lounge Menu.pdf

DON’T THROW IT! RECYCLE IT! 
ATICO Fakhreldin Group joins a successful recycling awareness campaign in 
collaboration with the Ministry of Environment and Greater Amman Municipality.
The campaign aims at educating many sectors in Jordan including hospitality. The 
whole industry will try to gear its businesses into realizing the importance of 
recycling and its effect on Jordan and to try and implement as many methods of 
reducing waste as possible.
The objective is also to create a genuine understanding so that everyone is more 
involved and participates in recycling.

“Yes, it will be a great help to our team to understand the concept of recycling.”
Eng. Duaa Al-Suliman, Assurance Supervisor at ATICO Farkhreldin Group.

https://atico-jo.com/atico_menu/Trattoria_Lounge_New.pdf


FAKHRELDIN AND SOLAYA RESTAURANT FEATURED IN MAGAZINES
GQ Middle East is the region’s leading fashion and lifestyle magazine for men. The feature by Halima Anwar, 17th August highlights Amman’s 5 Best Restaurants and both 
Fakhreldin Restaurant, award winning Levantine cuisine and Solaya Restaurant & Lounge, Mediterranean specials were chosen among the 5. 
On October 7th, Fakhreldin was also featured in Falstaff a high-end magazine for culinary lifestyle and market leader in the German-speaking area: a perfect combination 
of lifestyle and well-founded information. Fakhreldin was included in The Five Best Restaurants under the feature; Jordan The Legacy of Bedouins.
“This stately restaurant in Amman enjoys a solid reputation for Levantine cuisine. The selection is huge, as are the portions.”

Find article: www.gqmiddleeast.com/amman best restaurants

WELL DONE REN CHAI & YOSHI TEAMS! 
Ren Chai and Yoshi teams have continued to be helpful by collecting over 120 comment cards! Well done and thank you for helping us receive valuable feedback! Keep up 
the amazing work! Our Customer Care Team are keen to reach our guests, in order to make sure that their experience at any of ATICO Fakhreldin Group outlets was of the 
highest standard. That’s why our “Comment Cards” are a direct means of communicating with our guest at all of our outlets. Great work Ren Chai & Yoshi!

LAUNCHING THE FIRST PLATFORM FOR EMPLOYMENT 
IN THE TOURISM SECTOR
On Sunday September 25th, ATICO Fakhreldin Group CEO Mr. Essam Fakhriddin, acting as President of 
The Jordan Tourism Restaurant Association, with the National Council for Tourism and Hospitality Skills, 
and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development launched the first platform for employment 
in the tourism sector (www.siyahajobs.jo) during a ceremony held under the patronage of the Ministers of 
Tourism And the effects of Nayef Al-Fayez, and the work of Naif Al-Astitiah.

The platform will connect employers in the tourism sector and job seekers, and will also include a 
specialized link to the training courses offered by institutions and training centers, which everyone can 
benefit from by developing the workforce in the sector.

The activation of the platform hopes to achieve desired goals, support the tourism sector with qualified 
Jordanian labor and train job seekers.

CONGRATULATIONS CHEF BASSAM
PASTRY CHEF AT SOLAYA RESTAURANT 
In collaboration with Emirates Culinary Guild, and the support of  Saudi Arabian Chefs' Association, Qatar 
Culinary Professional,  Jordan Restaurant Association and The Jordanian Chefs Association TUTTO FOOD 
and Host Milano organize a journey from Riyadh, Dubai,  Amman to Milan discovering the best dates 
culinary creations.
The competition rewards the most innovative date recipes. ATICO Fakhreldin Group had many 
participants including: Bassam AlJammal, Bayan Abu Zahra and Ahmad Atat from Solaya Restaurant, 
Fares Awwad from Vinaigrette, Hamzeh Najar AlQasr Garden both from AlQasr Metropole Hotel, Saif Abu 
Elian Wild Jordan Center. The Semi Final of Chapter I of the competition took place in Amman  on the 29 
of September 2022 and Chef Bassam Al Jammal from Solaya Restaurant won with his Infused Dates Cake.
Amazing work, check out the link below to see why he’s qualified for the finals held in Italy, 2023. 
Wonderful presentation. The mission of the event, not only enhances the creativity of the chefs, but it also 
creates a bridge between different gastronomic cultures. Well done Chef! Well-deserved and all the best 
for the up-coming competition.

Chef Bassam’s winning creation: www.youtube.com/watch

https://www.gqmiddleeast.com/travel-eats/amman-best-restaurants
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhOymDi_Mlk
www.siyahajobs.jo
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EMPLOYEES SHINING FALL 2022 
September witnessed many great accomplishing moments for our team.
And it’s having this sort of dedication and commitment that makes a huge 
difference. We thank everyone for all their continued hard work and enthusiasm 
and especially for those who were able to set excellent examples for the rest of the 
team.
These team members have especially shined by showing respect for team 
members, motivation, positivity, good communication skills and above all diligence 
and integrity in their jobs. 

AlQasr Garden: The Kitchen Team
Senior Outlet Manager Mr. Mohammad Herzallah
Copas Central: Captain Fayez Hasweh
Fakhreldin: Senior Maître D’ Abdullah Hamdo |  Captain Ali  Al Halabi
Captain Ayman Al Oqdeh | Captain Safi Ghaibeh
Kebab Express: Server Malek Salman
Ren Chai: Outlet Manager Raquel Bernardo
Solaya Restaurant: Captain Mahmoud Al Qasim
Wild Jordan Center: Senior Outlet Manager Musa Halman and Assistant Outlet 
Manager Ala’a Sersi

Thank you for your recognizable fantastic work, it’s been truly inspiring.  

EMPLOYEES SHINING SUMMER 2022
End of the summer welcomed fall with October filled with exciting events, dining 
experiences and above all top notch service! Our dedicated team was on top of it 
all and we received  many appreciative and heartwarming comments from our 
dear and valued guests about our smashing team! We take this opportunity to 
show case the keen enthusiasm of some of our shining members however that for 
sure doesn’t over shadow the work and effort of the rest of our fabulous team. 
Dazzling guests with their courteous, sincere and helpful efforts we’d like to 
extend our thanks to everyone mentioned below and show our gratitude to the 
rest of the team who are working hard to keep up the great work.

AlQasr Garden: Assistant Captain Anan Issa
AlQasr Metropole Hotel: Shift Leader Ahmad Al Kurdi
Copas Central: Senior Outlet Manager Ala’a Dabash
Senior Outlet Bartender Rabe’e Tadros and Captain Fayez Haswa
Fakhreldin: Host Amin Baker
Ren Chai: Senior Outlet Manager Musleh Al Qaisi | Captain Murad Bani Younis
Host Mohammad Nour and Captain Mohammad Mahfouz
Wild Jordan Center: Assistant Outlet Manager Ala’a Sersi

Thank you!
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NATIONAL BASKETBALL TEAM
AT FAKHRELDIN
Fakhreldin was proud to host the National Basketball Team on August 24th, just 
before their decisive World Cup qualification game against India at 7 p.m. the 
following day. The dinner took place outdoors in the garden, and it was a worthy 
enjoyable experience filled with eager optimism. The morals were high and the 
team were enthusiastic to show off their talents and skills. 

ATICO Fakhreldin Group recognizes October as a Breast Cancer Awareness Month, and 
our annual campaign to raise awareness about the impact of breast cancer continues. 
The goal of Breast Cancer Awareness campaigns is to raise the public's "brand 
awareness" for breast cancer, its detection, its treatment, and the need for a reliable, 
permanent cure. Poor awareness may lead to poor uptake of screening modalities and 
delay in diagnosis. We’re hoping to Live Beyond Breast Cancer and highlighting all the 
ways to move us forward as we work every moment of every day of the year, to support 
people impacted by breast cancer.

FAKHRELDIN TRAVELER’S CHOICE
AWARD ‘22
Every year, Tripadvisor celebrates restaurants that consistently deliver amazing 
experiences with a Travelers' Choice Award and this year Fakhreldin made the list. 
That means its earned positive reviews and ratings over the past year. We’re proud 
of the good job, and congratulations to Fakhreldin on the well-deserved win!  

Reviews from
millions of Tripadvisor

travelers place this
restaurant in the top

10% worldwide.


